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Dear Sir 

MF Global UK Limited (in special administration) ("MFGUK") 
J oint Special Administrators - Richard Dixon Fleming, Richard Heis and Michael 
Robert Pink 

It is now three weeks since Richard Heis, Richard Fleming and I were appointed joint special 
administrators of MF Global Limited under the Investment Bank Special Administration 
Regulations 2011 (' the Regulations '). This letter is to update you briefly on what has been 
happening, what we anticipate will be happening in the near future and explain the issues that 
have impacted our ability to provide clients with answers. 

To date our communications with clients and other creditors has, for reasons set out below, been 
rather one-way and limited in content with most information being posted on the dedicated web 
pages at www.kpmg.co.uklmfglobal. We understand the inevitable frustration and concern 
caused by the lack of detailed position information that is available as a result of our waiting for 
closeout information from the exchanges and clearing houses - much of this is now coming in 
and we are updating the accounting accordingly. We also recognise that the announcements in 
the US by the SIPA Trustee appointed to MF Globallnc regarding issues with the segregated 
funds will also have caused concern; we have not seen signs in MFGVK of any similar issues. I 
think it important that I also share with you the background to the circumstances that have 
caused the delay in getting information to you . 

Firstly, as special administrators of MFGUK we have inherited a huge logistical challenge: 

• The formal insolvency on 31 October 2011 led to 100 times the normal volume of 
' breaks' and unreconciled items and some 1.6 million open positions to resolve. 
Ordinarily the company's systems could have processed much of this automatically, 
without human intervention but as these systems have for the most part been 
deactivated by third parties, or the nature of the transactions eg defaults do not allow 
normal electronic processing, manual processes are required to clear the backlog. This 
is one of the priorities of the retained MFGUK staff and the special administrator's 
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team, but is wholly dependent on receiving infonnation from MF Global affiliates, 
exchanges, clearing houses and banks. 

• Timely and accurate information is at a premium. Most exchanges and clearing houses 
have defaulted MFGUK under their rules and are liquidating positions; however, in the 
majority of cases we have not been provided with the required visibility on these, in 
particular the execution prices which drive the client accounting. Similarly, exchanges 
and clearing houses have yet to confirm the balances they hold on both segregated and 
non-segregated accounts, as they are reconciling and checking this information. 
Without this infonnation, we cannot give accurate statements to clients (which led to 
one of our early notifications on the web site, advising clients to treat with due caution 
any statements or other information received via the normal MFGUK channels in the 
first few days of the special administration) . We are in active dialogue with these 
exchanges, clearing houses and banks to get this resolved as quickly as possible, and to 
this end are applying substantial amounts of MFGUK's resource and ours. 

• We have had over 5000 email enquiries directed to the dedicated kpmg enquiry line; 
there have been thousands more directed to MFGUK. These are all important, but 
unfortunately, many are simply requesting the impossible - e.g. an up to date statement 
on their position and / or immediate delivery of their assets or cash. This has meant we 
have only been able to respond by posting as many general responses on our web site 
and in client circulars as we can at this stage. 

Secondly, and possibly most crucial at this juncture, is the fact that MFGUK in special 
administration does not yet have control over the vast majority of the monies or assets. As noted 
above, other monies and assets are held at banks, exchanges and clearing houses. These 
institutions are seeking to complete their own reconciliations before releasing funds to us. We 
have, begun to see significant movement on this front, which is very positive news; again, this 
area is a major focus for MFGUK's resource and ours. Non-segregated and segregated bank 
accounts have been set up at new banks and we are expecting significant sums to flow in from 
this week. Before Monday 21 November there were no client monies at all under our direct 
control. 

Thirdly, the operation of the FSA client money rules means that client monies are subject to 
pooling upon insolvency; these are separate pools from the ordinary unsecured creditors of 
MFGUK. The Special Administration Regime also requires segregated pools of client money 
and client assets to bear the cost of collecting in and distributing those assets/monies - so aIJ 
clients bear costs on a proportionate basis. These two concepts inevitably create a need for a 
rigorous process to ensure that the size of the pool of client assets/monies and the relevant costs 
are known before final amounts from the pool can be distributed pro-rata to the clients with 
relevant claims. We are working on proposals to return some client assets and monies on an 
expedited basis. 
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As you will have noted from our web site we anticipate shortly being able to send out details of 
how client monies and client assets will be distributed. This may involve partial distributions 
and the selective use of a date by which time all claims must be made to expedite such claims. 
What we cannot do (even if the funds were under our control) is, unlike the much reported SIPA 
Trustee in the US, make an immediate distribution of client monies because: (i) we do not have 
the same powers and protections as the SIPA Trustee, (ii) we do not yet control the cash 
(although substantial payments are starting to be received, with more in the pipeline) and (iii) 
unlike the SIPA Trustee we do not have the availability of a large indemnity for any 
overpayment that might arise from a rapid payout. 

Given the above, with MFGUK having over 10,000 accounts, it simply has not been feasible to 
address each client's queries individually at this early stage. Moreover, with several hundreds of 
thousands of positions being closed out over the past three weeks, we have had to avoid making 
statements that might destabilise the relevant markets. We sympathise with your position and 
understand that this letter may not solve your own problems or address all your concerns. Due 
to the infonnation issues above, we are not able to provide responses to detailed individual 
enquiries at present. We will however. continue to provide you with regular updates, most 
importantly with details of the claims procedures and a timeline for the process of distributing 
monies and assets, together with statement and close-out infonnation that will assist you in 
making your claim for client assets, client monies and/or dividends in the estate. We will also be 
writing 10 all clients with assets or money claims in the coming days about the first meeting of 
creditors of MFGUK. Unless personally requested to do so by a member of MFGUK or the 
administrators as part of the reconciliation process, I would ask for your patience until then 
before submitting any claim. 

Yours sincerely 

/' 
Mike Pink: 
Joint Special Administrator 
MF Global UK Limited in special administration 

Richard Heis, Michacl Robert Pink. and Richard Di;o;on ~leming were appointed as joint special administrators of MF Global UK 
Limited and joint administrators of MF Global UK Services Limited. 

The affairs, bUSiness and property of MF Global UK Limited are bemg managed by the join! special administrdtors who contract as 
agents of MF Global UK Umitoo without personal liability . Thc affairs, business and property of MF Global UK Services Limited 
arc !>dng managed by the joint administrators who contrnct as agenl~ of MF Global UK Services Umitoo without personal liability. 

Richard Heis and Michael Robert Pink are authorised to act as insolvency practitioners by the institutc ofChartcred Accountants in 
England and Wales 
Richard Di;o;on Flcming is authorised to act as an insolvency practitioner by thc Insolvency Practitioners Association 

MF Global UK Limited is authorised and rt.."gulated by the Financial Services Authority. FSA reference number 1(}6()52. Regist ... 'I"Cd 
in England Nu. 01600658. Regist~ Office: 5 Churchill Place. Canary Wharf, London, EI4 5HU. VAT No. 911 414661 . 
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